
Create forms easily and flawlessly from within your SAP          
system. SAP offers various technologies for doing so. It does 
not matter what technology you use. Modifying or translating 

forms has always been expensive as well as an error prone 
process. This, though has now changed by using FlexForm.
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Whether it is SAP Interactive Forms by Adobe, PDF-Based 
Print Forms, Smart Forms or SAPscript, changing and trans-
lating form content is a very cumbersome, tedious and 
error-prone process for each of the four SAP form techno-
logies. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, in SAP form 
content changes are made directly to the form by default. 
This requires ABAP programming skills and painstaking fine 
work which could easily and quickly lead to confusion and    

errors. Secondly, forms in SAP are basically language depen-
dent. If a general form change is made, that change must 
be implemented separately for each language and the same 
also applies to translations. When translating a document, it 
must be manually ensured that textual content, the style of 
presentation and the data to be read are correctly linked to 
the target language as well.

How has changing and translating forms worked so far?
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FlexForm technology makes these challenges easier. With 
almost all changes to the form content the actual form re-
mains untouched because FlexForm works with so-called 
view clusters. This includes all form content. View clusters 
are spreadsheets that interact with the form as part of the 
FlexForm solution. The form itself is language independent 
as it contains only variables. If a new form with one of the 
four SAP form technologies in the SAP system is created, this 
is done by a transmission of the data stored in the view 

cluster to the form. The data is then entered in the appro-
priate place in the variable and the form is created and issu-
ed as usual. For end users, FlexForm remains completely un-
noticed. When changing and translating forms, a lot of time 
and money can be saved by using the FlexForm technology. 
Experience has shown that form changes are relatively com-
mon. Therefore, using FlexForm proves to be useful, valua-
ble and beneficial to you even after a very short time.

Why and how does FlexForm make life easier
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